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iAbstract
This study examined mothers' communication style with their children in the
perspective of Bangladeshi culture. The objectives were to investigate
communication style of mothers with their male and female children and also to
see whether they use different communication style for different age groups of
children. For conducting this study data were collected from 20 mother-children
dyads of which 10 children were male and 10 female. Age of the children was 3
and 5 years. Participants were selected purposively from different places of
Dhaka city viz., Mirpur, Mohammadpur, Malibag and Jatrabari. The study was
conducted in two phases. In the I51 phase observation checklists were developed
and for that purpose six mothers of children aged 1, 3 and 5 years were
purposively selected from the Dhaka city. For each age one child was male and
the other one was female. Two observers independently recorded mothers'
communication style with their children in 3 different settings i.e. during the time
of taking bath and dressing, feeding, and playing. The observer recorded
mother's use of words, pitch and tonal quality of voice, facial expression and
total body language. On the basis of this observation 2 separate checklists for
recording both verbal and non-verbal communication of mother were prepared.
Moreover, after a thorough literature survey and discussion with the experts 4
communication style of mothers were identified. Main research was conducted
in the 2nd phase where mothers and children were observed in their home setting
under three different situations. They were observed consecutively for 2 days and
the same checklist was used for both the days. Each situation was observed for 20
minutes and both verbal and non-verbal responses of mothers were recorded. At
2
Ithe end of second day, mothers were interviewed (duration 5 minutes) for
compensating the last 2 days observation. There was always scope to include any
new item which could have been observed during final study. For the analysis of
data frequency and percentage of responses showing different style of
communication were calculated. The obtained results show that communicating
with their female children mothers mostly uses both assertive and aggressive
approaches. It was found that mothers behave assertively with three year children
in most of the situations while they use very little assertive communication with 5
year old children. Most of the mothers were found to communicate passively with
their 5 year old children. Assertive communication style is most healthiest and
useful form of communication; we concern about the bond and do best for a win
situation. Manipulation is always involved in aggressive communication by
hurting people or by giving threats to other or by showing anger. Passive
communication do not talk much, less reactive, question even less and actually
act very little.Passive aggressive communication is a combination of passive and
aggressive styles. Moreover, the findings of the study also indicate that mothers'
pattern of communication varies across situation for both male and female
children and for children of different age. However, a further study with a
representative sample using participant observation method is suggested for
generalization of the findings.
Key words : communication , non-verbal and verbal communication, assertive
communication , aggressive communication , passive communication & passive-
aggressive communication: age and gender of children
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IChapter One
INTRODUCTION
Parenting behavior critically shapes human child's present and future behavior.
The parent-child bond provides the later with their first social experiences,
forming patterns of what they can expect from others and how to best meet
others' expectations.
Therefore, we cannot think this world without any language; just like that we
cannot think this world without any communication. In this world we, humans,
after being born start our communication by crying and this keeps being
continued until we die. So that's why it is said that in our real life a human after
being born, we need communication in every sphere of our life (Akbar, Alam, &
Mullick, 2009).
The human face becomes the most significantly important communication factor
for the child, and the facial expressions, which are varied and complex,
eventually will be linked to child body reactions (interior and exterior). Parents
and caregivers strive to understand the child's state of well being by interpreting
the child's face and postures, as child also search faces in the world around them.
Children's eye contact with their mothers is believed to be one of their first and
strongest steps in establishing communication ((Machado, 2007).
Communication is the process by messages are sent and received. It can be verbal
or non-verbal. Verbal communication consists of words, spoken or written. Non-
verbal communication consists of body language - such as facial expression,
posture, muscle tension (Satir, 1972).
Parental communications consist of verbal and non-verbal manifestations -
singing, rhyming, play, facial expressions, body gesture, sign language, words,
7
iand quality of voice or tone etc. Children and adults, who communicate well, find
that other people react positively. If positive regard and respect for others is also
conveyed in the process of learning good communication, it will be a major
benefit.
As children grow mother's communication style changes day by day. Because
when the child understands and uses only non-verbal language, mothers use
words with special attention to her tonal quality, facial expression and other body
language whereas with the development of receptive and expressive language in
children mothers change her communication styles.
Child's age level also a moderator of child gender effects on mother's language
behaviour and the study also exposed that verbal interaction and socio-emotional
speech may come more easily to mothers who are spending more time with their
younger children than are fathers (Leaper, Anderson and Sanders, 1998). Mothers
are enacting their own gender stereotypes by providing their daughters with more
verbal input during these early years (Gleason, 1979).
Studies examining and reviewed that gender related effects on parents language
to their children were collected through a variety of sources and studies have
identified various language measures associated with gender-related effects
among parents. They included amount of talking, supporting speech, negative
speech, directive speech, giving information and asking questions or requesting
information (Leaper et al. 1998).
Baumrind (1966), identified three dominant styles of parenting - authoritarian,
permissive, and authoritative. Authoritarian parenting explained by Dobson
(1970), children need love and control in order to grow to be self-controlled,
respectful human beings. So, children authoritarian parents showed little
8
independence and scored in the middle range on social responsibility. Permissive
parenting style described by Neil (1977), children will grow naturally if adults do
not interfere by disciplining them. Therefore, children of permissive parents
obviously lacked social responsibility and were not very independent.
Authoritative parenting style illustrated by Dreikurs (1964), children need a
balance of freedom and responsibility to be able to live in a democratic society.
They need the opportunity to make decisions and to be responsible for the
consequences of those decisions. As a result, children of authoritative parents
were independent and socially responsible.
Philosophies of parent-child communication some deal with more specific
aspects of child rearing such as care giving, development stages, parent-child
communication, behaviour modification, teaching intellectual skills etc. Based on
those three approaches on parent-child communication are discussed below:
a) Communication as a socializer (Satir's Approach) - According to Satir
(1972), communication is the largest single factor that determines what kinds of
relationships people have with others and what happens to them in their
environment. Through communication infants become socialized - they become
part of the culture into which they are born. By age five children have millions of
experiences in communication. He describes four general types of
communication that do not send real messages to the receiver and thus are
ineffective: 1) placating - involves pleasing, ingratiating and apologizing 2)
blaming - involves attacking or dictating rather than listening to try to understand
the other person's behaviour 3) Computing - involves logic and reason without
feeling and 4) Distracting- involves using words that are irrelevant to the
situation.
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b) Communication as Emotional Catharsis (Ginott's Approach) - Psychologist
Ginott (1965), says that the goal of parenting is to enable children to become
unique individuals who feel responsible for their own behaviour and are
concerned about others. Ginott advocates the following parenting techniques:
communication feeling between parent and child; effective forms of praise and
criticism; establishment of limits of behaviour with choice within the limits;
enforcement of limits; and parental modelling.
c) Communication as a parenting technique (Gordon's Approach) - Parenting
involves parents and children working together to find solutions that will meet
both the parents needs and the children's needs. He also believes that children
every very young ones, are capable of problem solving. Gordon believes that to
build a successful relationship with children, parents should communicate
acceptance much more often than non-acceptance. According to Gordon the
followings are generally the categories into which parents child-rearing verbal
responses fall: ordering, directing, commanding; warning, admonishing,
threatening; exhorting, moralizing, preaching; advising, giving solutions or
suggestions; lecturing, teaching, giving logical arguments; judging, criticizing,
disagreeing, blaming; praising, agreeing; interpreting, analyzing, diagnosing;
reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supporting; Probing, questioning,
interrogating; withdrawing, distracting, humouring etc (Gordon, 1975).
1.1 What is communication?
Communication is a broad term, defined as giving and receiving information.
signals, or messages. A person can communicate with or receive communications
from animals, infants, or foreign speaker in a variety of ways (Machado, 2007).
According to Webster dictionary, "communication is a way to meet the
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requirements of human being or making other notified and create a reaction to
mind for need which is often expressed nonverbally and verbally". (retrieved on
14.3.2010).
Between birth and three years of age, children begin to learn that they can
communicate with adults through crying, gestures, expressions, sounds, and later
through words or other alternative methods. These language skills develop
through playing , listening, talking, reading and learning the skills that adults is to
communicate. Early non-verbal interactions (smiling, facial expressions, gestures
etc.) are followed by spoken language, sign language or other alternative
communication methods to practice the rules of communication within their
culture and family. These skills set the foundation for development in all areas.
The family environment is the primary source of experience for a child, both
because family members or other primary caregivers provide the largest share of
human contact with children and because families mediate a child's contact with
the broader environment (Siddiqi, Irwin, & Hertzman, 2007). Research study
suggested that parents begin to use a particular style of interaction with their
children at a very young age (Vigil, 2002). One of the empirical evidence
suggesting that mothers and fathers may talk differently with their children and
that parent may talk differently with daughters and sons (Gleason, 1987).
1.1.1 Types of communication
The process of communication can be broadly classified as verbal
communication includes written and oral communication whereas the non-verbal
communication which includes body language, facial expressions and visuals
diagrams or pictures used for communication. It is one way for people to
communicate face to face. Some of the key mechanisms of verbal communication
11
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iare sound, words, speaking, and language. When human being communicates
verbally with others, either in conversation or in a presentation, usual goal is to
have people understand what are trying to say. During talking to others it's
assume that others will understand (retrieved on 4.4.10 from
http://www.selfgrowth.com/). Non-verbal communication includes the overall
body language of the person who is speaking, which includes the body posture,
the hand gestures, and overall body movements. The facial expressions also play
a major role while communicating since the expressions on a person's face say
about his/her moods (retrieved on 14.3.2010 from
http ://www.buzzle.com/articles/types-of- communication.html).
1.1.2 Types of Communication styles
While communications may be verbal and non-verbal on one hand and on the
other hand while communicating one may follow or adopt different style. There
are four basic communication styles viz; assertive, aggressive, passive, and
passive aggressive.
Assertive communication style is most healthiest and effective form of
communication style. It helps us to express ourselves when our self respect is
intact, by giving us confidence to communicate without manipulation.
We communicate our desires visibly and frankly. We care about the relationship
and do our best for a win situation. Manipulation is always involved in aggressive
communication, we effort to make our wants or wishes to be fulfilled by hurting
people or by giving threats to other or by showing anger.
Passive communication: In this type of communication do not talk much,
question even less and actually do very little. Passives have learned that it is safer
not to react and better to disappear than to stand up and be noticed.
1 12
IPassive aggressive communication is a combination of passive and aggressive
styles, which avoids direct confrontation, but attempts to get through
manipulation.
Some current literature presented four primary parenting styles: authoritative,
authoritarian, permissive, and neglectful. These styles provide an important
shortcut for a constellation of parenting behaviors that have been characterized as
consisting of warmth, demandingness, and autonomy granting. (Rodrilguez,
Donovick, & Crowley, 2009)
Leaper, Leve, Strasser & Schwartz (1995), found that more authoritarian parents
tended to use assertive communication styles whereas more authoritative parents
used affiliative communication styles. Parenting concepts, at least styles and
treatment, were also found to vary between the families according to child's, the
parent's and the family's characteristics (Roskam & Meunier, 2009).
1.2 Child's age and gender
Age and gender of the children are two factors which play important roles in
parental communication style. The family naturally is the context for children's
first lessons in the meaning of gender (Leaper, Anderson, & Sanders, 1998).
Children's first socialization experiences occur in their families and thus parents
typically are the first major agents of socialization. Parents may start the process
of sex-role stereotyping in their children beginning at birth, when pink or blue
indicates the sex of the newborn, and continuing through adolescence (Jones and
Wilkins, 1986).
Variability between mothers in their language input to their infants was dramatic.
Even though large individual differences occurred for maternal language
behaviour at every age; and maternal talking variables were highly correlated.
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iAlthough mother's language input showed much stability across ages,
nonetheless, the frequency and style of the input changed as the baby matured.
However, the total amount of maternal talking and the amount of positive talking
decreased with age. This study includes maternal language variables as follows:
total talk; positive comment (non-controlling comment, praise, or label/ instruct);
contingent vocalization; directive (positive imperative); criticism (verbal
rejection of baby's state or behaviour, included negative imperative); and face to
face vocalization -baby talked to at the same time the baby and mother looked at
each other (Cohen & Beckwith, 1976).
Some studies of gestural communication note that infants with more advanced
gestures had larger vocabularies and that girls seem slightly more advanced in
gesturing than boys (Machado, 2007). The toddler years are both the period of
greatest language learning as well as the time when children's gender identity and
gender role knowledge are being formed. The child's age level was also a
moderator of child gender effects on mother's language behavior. Mother-father
differences in supportive and negative language larger with younger, toddler age
children than with older, school age children. Thus, verbal interaction and socio-
emotional (supportive and negative) speech may come more easily to mothers
who are spending more time with younger children than are fathers (Leaper et al.,
1998).
A number of studies have reported that parents treat young girls and boys
differently. Parents stimulate gross motor activity more with infant sons than with
infant daughters (Fagot 1974; Maccoby & Jacklin 1974). Some studies of verbal
interaction find no differences. But wherever differences are shown, parents are
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almost always found to be giving more verbal stimulation to their infant
daughters (Clarke-Stewart 1973; Maccoby & Jacklin 1974).
1.3 Review of Literature
Communication with children begins in infancy. Babies can understand the
meaning of a smile and soft tone of voice before they can understand the words.
By developing good communication skills, parents can help keep the avenue of
communication open throughout childhood for example they get the child's
attention; be positive, be clear, be simple, be timely, give reasons, and listen
(Hildebrand, 1994).
Greenspan (1999) suggests speaking in low, soothing tones while tending to an
infant's needs. His study recommends that it helps babies calm down and pay
attention, in other words, listen.
To communicate effectively with children, the most important thing one can do is
to listen - to both verbal and nonverbal cues - and let them know that he/she
hears their message. Communication begins when parents start responding to
children's feeling rather than denying or judging them. By being respectful and
communicating effectively, the adult can promote children's self esteem,
empower them, and support their psychological well-being in general. (Gonzalez-
Mena, 1997)
Putting language into one's interaction with the child is important because it
establishes a medium for communication. Most children understand a lot more
than they are able to express. Receptive language (understanding what is said)
develops faster than expressive language (being able to talk). So the words of the
mother's aren't useless as they may seem in their early age when they haven't got
developed expressive language (Gonzalez-Mena, 1997).
15
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Parent child interaction has long been considered a crucial influence on a child's
academic performance and development (Barnard and Kelly, 1990). Parents who
communicate in a more validating and less invalidating manner during such
emotionally-arousing discussions may encourage adaptive appraisals about
conflict, enhance parent-child bonding, and increase children's sense of security
(Brown, Fitzgerald, Shipman, & Schneider, 2007).
Recommended Communication rights: Listening - to understand language, Oral
and Written Communication - to communicate effectively, & Social
Conventions of Communication.
There is evidence that mealtime conversations may have unique characteristics,
although the mealtime conversations that have been studied have been multiparty
rather than dyadic interactions (Ochs, Smith, & Taylor, 1988; Rondal, 1980).
According to Bowlby (1982), human infants form relationship, or attachments,
with their care-givers as a means of ensuring their safety and survival . It is most
often the mother , but can be another loving , sensitive caregiver, who initially
provides food, and comfort for the newborn and to whom the infant develops a
primary attachment. The baby and mother experience an intimate connection that
gives the infant a sense of security. When parents understand how attachment
affects development and how their communication and behavior affects their
child's ability to have a secure attachment to them they are often motivated to
change.
Each stage of emotional development, according to Erikson's (1963, 1982) view,
involves a struggle between two opposing emotional states - one positive, the
other negative. The role of parents in this process is to help children pursue the
positive emotional states that are critical to each stage of development.
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Emotionally healthy babies, Erikson suggests, acquire trust - a sense that they
have nurturing, responsive caregivers who meet their basic needs. He argues that
the emotionally healthy toddler gradually acquires a sense of autonomy - a
feeling of individuality and uniqueness apart from his or her parents (Trawick-
Smith, 2006).
Parents behaviors such as the use of positive affect, expressions of warmth
through physical closeness, sensitive voice tone, and appropriate pacing are often
associated with contingent responsiveness and play an important role in
supporting children's early literacy skills (Landry, Smith, Swank, Assel and
Velle, 2001).
Language begins before birth when parents talk. After the child is horn, it is
immersed in language and communication develops. Play situation is one of the
sources to establish communication with young child. Communication theory
views play as necessary for communication purposes. That is specific
communication occurs during play that communicates messages that do not occur
outside of play (Sluss, 2005).
The structure of the social system and the structure of the family shape
communication and language; and language shapes thought and cognitive styles
of problem-solving by structuring and conditioning what and how the child learns
and by setting limits within which future learning may take place (Ellis, Robert,
& Virginia, 1967). As Bernstein (1964) has shown, there are two kinds of
communication which have a direct bearing on how language helps to shape
thought: restricted and elaborated codes. Restricted codes are stereotyped,
limited, and condensed, lacking in specificity and the exactness needed for
precise conceptualization, differentiation, and discrimination. The individual
17
limited to a restricted code is sharply constricted in range and detail of concepts
and information -processing . In elaborated codes, communication is
individualized and the message is specific to a particular situation , topic, or
person. It is more differentiated more precise, permitting expression of a wider
and more complex range of thought.
The parents had a high percentage of utterances that were responses to their
children's communication and were related to their children's topics. This
research involves only one aspect of parent -child interaction (i.e., parents and
children in play ). Research should continue to investigate parent-child
interactions across several contexts including daily routines such as mealtime and
bathing (Clearly, Wetherby, & Goldstein (n.d.).
Wertsch (1979) describes how 2 years old is an important age to begin examining
children ' s learning in social interactions . Prior to this, infants begin to follow
someone's line of visual regard and their non- verbal signals, but around 2 years
they begin to understand the informational content of mothers ' communication.
However , children at this age remain limited in their ability to work in a
communicative learning context due, in part , to their immature language. By 3
years of age, children continue to need parental support for their focus of interest,
but their increased language allows them to express more clearly their problem-
solving goals; thus, less parental direction is needed. Through this interactional
process, children gradually learn to share control and influence, skills that prepare
them for greater independence in cognitive and social functioning (Landry,
Smith, Swank, & Miller-Loncar, 2000).
Dunham and Dunham ( 1995), point out that most of the research examining the
influence of contingently responsive parenting on children's behavior has focused
1s
ion changes in child behavior that occur within a social interaction. The influence
of mothers' 2-year maintaining on children's later independence is indirect
through its influence at 2 and 31/2 years on children's cognitive and social skills.
Therefore, maintaining appears to facilitate children's independent cognitive and
social functioning by supporting early skills in these areas so that they proceed
along more optimal trajectories. These trajectories are evident in the strong
influence of children's 2-year cognitive and social skills on their 31/2-year skills,
which, in turn influenced their later independence in cognitive and social areas
((Landry et al., 2000). Many of children's early problem-solving and
communication skills are initially supported through interactions with others and
specially mother is the key role player (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984).
1.4 Rationale
Several studies concerning parenting style towards boys and girls reported
conflicting gender-related differences. In Bangladeshi culture mothers usually
dominate and control girls if not from infancy, certainly from early childhood and
mothers are also observed to use different communication styles for boys and
girls. Besides, research in developed countries has shown some basic parental
communication style which is different for different age group of children.
Though the issue has immense theoretical and practical value and no
psychological or anthropological study on parental communication style had yet
been conducted in Bangladesh. Moreover, Bangladesh is developing different
projects and carrying on different activities to minimize gender differences in
different areas. To reach such a target attempts should be started from early
infancy. If a gender difference in parental communication style is found among
mothers, Government and Non-government organizations may focus on this point
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& take effective steps to train the mother which will enable them to follow same
communication style irrespective of gender difference which will lead to healthy
development of children. This concern led to the necessity of investigating the
mothers' communication style with their children in Bangladeshi perspective.
1.5 Research questions
The study will therefore, attempt to answer the following research questions:
1) What are the parental communication styles followed by the urban parents of
Bangladesh?
2) Is there a relationship between mothers ' communication style and children's
gender and age
1.6 Objectives
The objective of the present study:
• To investigate parental communication style both verbal (speaking,
singing, words, quality of voice when using words: tone, tonal quality,
pitch etc.) and non-verbal (body gesture, sign language , touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
Specific objectives
• To see whether communication style of mothers differs in respect of
gender of children
• To see whether mothers use different communication style for different
age groups of children
20
iChapter Two
METHOD
The study was conducted in two phases. In the first phase an observational
checklist was prepared and in the second phase the final study was conducted.
2.1 Phase I
Development of an Observational checklist and other materials
2.1.1 Participants
Six mothers of children belonging to age 1, 3 and 5 years had been purposively
selected from the Dhaka city. For each age one child was male and the other child
was female. Age range of the mother was from 20 to 38 and they were from
different areas of Dhaka city viz., Mirpur, Mohammadpur , Jatrabari , Malibag etc.
2.1.2 Selection of Data Collector
Two female data collectors were selected through an interview. One of them was
student of Masters in Psychology with specialization in Applied Child and
Adolescent Development and the other one was student of Masters in Political
Science. They were trained in basic skills of observation for two days.
2.1.3 Procedure
Three age specific draft checklists were developed for use in 5 different settings
viz., bathing and dressing , feeding, playing, toileting and sleeping. Draft checklist
was used as guideline for observation.
It was ensured that informed voluntary consent was taken from each mother and
the consent process was oral. These mothers were observed for 20 minutes in
each setting by 3 trained observers (out of 3 one was present researcher) and it
was non-participant observation. Each situation was observed by 2 observers out
21
of 3 observers i.e., two observers independently recorded mothers'
communication style with their children in 5 different settings during the time of
taking bath and dressing, feeding, playing, toilcting and sleeping. Toileting and
sleeping time was very much personal time for mother and children so that the
timing could not be controlled for observing these activities the observers had to
wait and observed until children went to sleep or completed the process of
toileting. Finally, sleeping and toileting situation were excluded from the final
checklist.
The observers recorded mother's use of words, pitch and tonal quality of voice,
facial expression and total body language. When observation of a mother was
complete an inter-observer reliability was found between the two observers. An
observational checklist - a structured observational instrument to be used in a
natural setting was prepared containing the items on which both the observers
agreed. However, there was always scope to include any new item which would
be observed during final study. In addition, new items which were found during
observation time were added in the observation checklist.
During the observation, it was found that getting a complete picture of mother's
communication style in a short period of time is very difficult and so, to
compensate what is missed during observation one questionnaire was prepared
which was used to interview the mothers.
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2.2 Phase II:
The Final study
2.2.1 Participants
The sample of this study comprised 20 mothers of children belonging to two age
groups viz., 3 & 5 years. They were selected from Dhaka city and technique of
their selection was purposive. Out of 20 children 10 were male and 10 female.
As a part of sampling procedures 3 and 5 years old children were selected from
different Kindergarten schools and from pre-school classes of Non Govt. primary
schools with the support of Headmaster and school teachers. After that mother's
were reached personally. Most of the mothers of children of day care centre they
were involved in income generating activities. They were not available except on
weekend. They were purposefully excluded from the study. It was one of the
limitations of the study.
2.2.2 Inclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria of the participants were:
n Participation was voluntary
n Both the mother and baby were in good health
2.2.3 Exclusion criteria:
• Either the mother or the child in ill health.
2.2.4 Materials used
a) Informed consent form
b) Checklist to record mother's communication style
c) Questionnaire for interviewing mothers to record mothers'
communication which could have been missed or did not occur during
observation
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Id) Information blank sheet to collect demographic information
2.2.5 Procedure of data collection
Two informed consent forms were developed - one for observation and one for
questionnaire for ensuring ethical issues. Formal informed consent was taken
from the participants. Consent process was oral. The informed consent form
included information regarding the purpose of the study, the benefits from this
study and the procedures and risks involved in participating in the study,
assurance for confidentiality/anonymity and ensure participants rights to
withdraw from the study. Based on this information they made an independent
voluntary decision to participate. The observations were conducted following the
steps mentioned below:
a) Gain entry to the house
b) Establish rapport with the respondents
c) Taking informed consent
d) Conducting the study by observing and recording the observation in the
checklist
e) Deal with crisis if there is any
f) Exit from the observational setting
The three data collectors collected data individually through observation of the
mother and child for 30 minutes in each setting for two days. But first 10 minutes
of observation was not recorded because it was assumed that the mother and child
may need at least first 10 minutes to behave naturally in front of the observer who
was a stranger.
After completion of two days observation mothers were interviewed with a
questionnaire for recording any missing communication which might have not
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been shown by mother during the period of observations. This questionnaire was
compensatory to observation. At the end mothers were thanked for their
cooperation.
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Chapter Three
RESULTS
The present study was undertaken with specific objectives to observe whether
mother uses different communication style for girl and boy child and also to see
whether she uses different communication style for different age group of
children. For this purpose data were collected from 20 mother-children dyads. Of
these children 10 were male and 10 female and age of the children was 3 and 5
years. The data were collected through observation and a checklist was used to
record the observed data. A questionnaire was also used to compensate the
observation but as the questionnaire did not yield any additional information so
the data obtained from questionnaire were not analyzed. Mothers and children
were observed consecutively for two days on the assumption that on the second
day mothers and children would behave more naturally because observer would
get some familiarity with them. Mothers and children were observed under three
different situations naming bathing and dressing, feeding, and playing. In every
situation both verbal and non-verbal responses were marked in the checklist and
later on were entered under prefixed classification viz., assertive, aggressive,
passive and passive-aggressive of communication styles. Data obtained in day 2
of observation were analyzed. Total probable responses under four different
communication styles were 115 items for non-verbal communication and 103
items for verbal communication. There were unequal number of item for different
situation and percentage was calculated separately for different situations. For the
analysis of data frequency count and percentage of responses in each situation
showing different communication style were calculated. The results are presented
in two sections:
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ii) Age of children and mothers communication style presented in Table I to 4 and
ii)Gender of children and mothers communication style presented in Table 5 to 8.
The results are also graphically presented in Figure no. I to 8. Data obtained in I"
day of observation were also analyzed to find whether behavior of mother and
children are consistent with behavior on second day. The result of day one
observation is shown in appendices G & H.
3.1 Age of children and Mothers Communication styles
Table I to 8 and Figure no. I to 8 show the results of day 2 observation under
three different situations. In each situation the respondents were observed for 20
minutes. Mother's communication with one year children was completely
different from 3 and 5 years. Mothers mostly communicate non-verbally with one
year children during sleeping and toileting time. For the convenience of analysis
data of one year were removed. Toileting and sleeping time was very much
personal time for mother and children so that timing could not be controlled.
Table I to 4 shows the result of day 2 observations of mothers' communication
styles with their children aged 3 and 5 years.
Table I
Age of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS) in
percentage
Age of Children
Situation MACS with 3 years MACS with 5 years
old children (%) old children (%)
Bathing & Dressing 81 65
Feeding 70 35
Playing 37 27
27
Figure 1
Age of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS)
Si
Mothers Assertive Communication Style
n Age of Children MACS with 3 years old children
Age of Children MACS with 5 years old children
65
Bathing& Dressing
70
35 37
27
Feeding
Situation
Playing
Figure 1 shows that during bathing and dressing mothers' use assertive
communication style 81% with 3 years old and 65% with 5 years. While feeding,
mothers were witnessed more on assertive communication style 70% for 3 years
and for 5 years is 35%. In play time mothers communicate 37% & 27% with their
3 years and 5 years children respectively.
Table 2
Age of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS) in
percentage
Age of Children
Situation MAgCS with 3 years MAgCS with 5 years
old children (%) old children (%)
Bathing & Dressing 44 46
Feeding 39 27
Playing 44 15
Figure 2
Age of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS)
Mothers Aggressive Communication Style
• Age of Children MAgCS with 3 years old children
Age of Children MAgCS with 5 years old children
44 46 44
39
27
15
Bathing & Dressing Feeding Playing
Situation
Figure 2 indicates that mothers' communicate aggressively most of time with
their 3 years children 39% and 44% respectively in feeding and playing situation.
On the other hand, mothers communicate more aggressively with 5 years old
during bathing & dressing (46%) situation.
Table 3
Age of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS) in percentage
Age of Children
Situation MPCS with 3 years MPCS with 5 years old
old children (%) children (%)
Bathing & Dressing 6 17
Feeding 38 78
Playing 34 23
Figure 3
Age of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS)
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Figure 3 is present clear picture that mother's passive communication behavior
witnessed higher with their 5 (78%) years' old children during feeding time.
During playing situation mothers were using (34%) passive communication styles
with 3 years children.
Table 4
Age of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS) in percentage
Age of Children
Situation MP-AgCS with 3 MPAg-CS with 5 years
years old children (%) old children (%)
Bathing & Dressing 10 0
Feeding 27 0
Playing 50 0
Figure 4
Age of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS)
Mothers Passive-Aggressive Communication Style
n Age of Children MP-AgCS with 3 years old children
Age of Children MP-AgCS with 5 years old children
50
27
10
0 0 0
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
It is plain evident from Figure 4 that mothers communicate passive-aggressively
more with their 3 years old children during bathing & dressing, feeding and
playing time respectively 10%, 27% and 50%.
3.2 Gender of Children and Mothers Communication styles
Results showing mothers' communication style with male and female children
are presented in the following tables 5 to 8 and figures 5 to 8.
Table 5
Gender of Children and mother' s assertive communication style (MACS) in
percentage
Gender of Children
Situation Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 64 82
Feeding 44 51
Playing 24 40
31
Figure 5
Gender of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS)
Mothers Assertive Communication Style
n Gender of Children Male Gender of Children Female
82
64
44
51
40
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Results presented in Figure 5 gives a clear picture that when dealing with female
children mothers use more assertive style of communication than when dealing
with male children. During bathing and dressing, feeding and playing situation
mothers communicate with their female children with more assertiveness 82%,
51 % and 40% respectively than they do with male children 64%, 44% and 24%
respectively.
Table 6
Gender of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS) in
percentage
Gender of Children
Situation Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 44 25
Feeding 36 21
Playing 30 15
Figure 6
Gender of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS)
I Mothers Aggressive Communication Style
n Gender of Children Male n Gender of Children Female
44
25
36
21
30
15
Situation
Playing
Table 6 indicates that mothers communicate with their male children more
aggressively than they do with their female children.
Table 7
Gender of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS) in
percentage
Gender of Children
Situation Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 13 10
Feeding 56 60
Playing 27 30
Bathing& Dressing Feeding
J7
Figure: 7
Gender of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS)
Mothers Passive Communication Style
n Male to Female
56
13 10
60
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
27
Playing
30
It is evident from Table 7 feeding and playing is the situation where mothers use
passive communication more with female children 60% and 30%.
Table 8
Gender of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS) in percentage
''
Gender of Children
uationtS Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 7 27
Feeding 22 32
Playing 33 49
Figure 8
Gender of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS)
Mothers Passive -Aggressive Communication Sytle
n Male Female
49
27
22
7
32 33
Bathing& Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Table 8 represents mothers ' use passive -aggressive communication in case of
female children 27% & 32% during bathing & dressing and feeding time and for
male it is 7% &22%. During playing time mothers ' passive-aggressive
communication style was witnessed more (49%) with their female children and
for male it was 33%.
Chapter Four
DISCUSSION
The present study was conducted with the purpose to investigate the mother's
communication styles with their children. The objectives were to find out
whether mothers communicate differently with children of different age and also
to find whether they use different communication style for male and female
children. A sample of 20 mothers of children aged three and five of whom 10
were male and 10 female children. Mothers' communication with their children
was observed in 3 situations viz. bathing & dressing, feeding, and playing in their
home setting for 2 days. A questionnaire was also used with the purpose of
including any response by the mothers which did not occur during observation.
Descriptive statistics was calculated for the analysis of obtained data.
Interpretation and discussion of the findings are presented in the following
sections.
4.1 Age of children and mother's communication style
It has been proved beyond doubt that family is the primary learning institute and
the parents - especially the mother is the primary teacher of a child. The mother-
child relationship is based on communication - both verbal and non-verbal. The
mother's voice and the styles of communication she uses for her child indicate
her way of caring for the child. From the very moment of his/her birth the child
also gives attention to parents or caregivers voice, sees mothers face, and feels
the mother's word and loving touch etc.
4.1.1 Mothers assertive communication .style
In the present study mother's use of assertive communication style was observed
to be more with three year children and least with 5 years in all the three
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situations when mothers have the highest scope of interactions i.e.,
communication with their children. Most of the mothers kissed their babies, took
in lap, kept her body soft and relaxed, kept smiling face, kept contact with eyes to
eyes etc, gave black dot on the child's forehead (as customary in Bangladesh
culture) to keep away from evils; play with hands and legs etc. During three
different situations mothers also used soft tone in talking, kept talking, recited
rhymes, told stories, clapped or used praise words (my sweetie, good boy/ girl)
and encouraged; gave favourite toys and also asked about their likings etc.
Many research findings show that in age Ito 3 years children get mothers or
caregiver's warmth, love, caring and attachment.Therefore, this positive
attachment and environment increase children's socio-emotional development.
The above finding indicates that high-quality care and love is good for all
children (UNESCO, 2010). One of Japanese study disclose that early mother-
child interactions can yield a wealth of information about communicative style
and the role it plays in transmitting cultural values to children (Clancy, 1986). So,
the present observed interaction between mothers and the children show that the
mothers are communicating their warmth and love in a positive way and for the
very young children mostly non-verbally.
4.1.2 Mothers aggressive communication style
Children of 3 years were observed getting most aggressive behaviour from their
mothers in two (feeding and playing) different situations. Mothers became
annoyed, showed anger, fed forcefully, used high pitch tone, kept the body stiff,
scolded, slapped in the back, threatened and scared the child by saying that some
others would eat the food etc.
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4.1.3 Mothers passive communication style
It is also observed that mothers were using more passive communication style
with 5 years children - mothers talked less; showed less responsiveness, involved
in their own work leaving the child with food or play materials, fed or played
silently, allured to say that you would be given many things such as toy, food or
would be taken outside etc. This pattern of communication indicates that mothers
are not as much communicative with 5 years old children as they were used to be
when the children were younger.
4.1.4 Mothers passive-aggressive communication style
It was observed that 3 years old children were getting more exposure with
passive-aggressive communication approaches from their mothers. Most of the
mothers showed anger, always were in a hurry, kept the body and face stiff,
glared at their children, scolded, annoyed when being called, sometimes slapped
or threatened etc.
Mothers' use of aggressive and passive-aggressive communication style with
their children may be explained with reference to socio-cultural perspective of
Bangladesh. Year 3 is very critical because at this age children try to do some of
their things independently and sometimes refuse mothers assistance. All these
activities of children at this age make them sometimes disobey their mothers and
mothers try to control their behaviour by using aggressive communication style.
In addition, research finding illustrates that young children identify and
differentiate negative emotions more specifically than positive emotions during
the first three years of life (Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson & 0' Conner, 1987).
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I4.2 Gender of children and mother s communication styles
4.2.1 Mothers assertive communication style
Finding of this study show that during bathing and dressing, feeding, and playing,
mothers in general tend to use assertive communication more with their female
children. Analysis of non-verbal behaviour indicates that mothers used facial
expressions, touch, warmth and softness and they also talked a lot with soft voice
and tone, sang, recited, etc and sometimes used praise words, encouraged and
gave choice/options etc during verbal communication. However, during bathing
and dressing, out of 10, two mothers used assertive behaviours with their male
children also. Besides this mother's verbal communication varied with male
children during feeding time. In other words, mothers were found to use different
communication patterns in different situation. In eastern culture, during feeding
time male children get preferences because he is considered to be the future
inheritor and the bread earner of the family. From early infancy children whether
male or female can also be regarded as active participants in interaction who
demonstrate increasing competence in conveying messages to their interactive
partners (Paavola, Kunnari, & Moilanen, 2005) and thus when stimulated
mothers use different degree of assertiveness when communicating with their
male and female children.
4.2.2 Mothers aggressive communication style
Mother's use of aggressive communication style was also found to be more with
male children in all the three different situations. In this study, it is observed that
mothers were dealing more aggressively during bathing & dressing, feeding and
playing time. The pattern of behaviour represents mothers' negative approach
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when communicating with their male children . Mothers showed anger, fed
forcefully, used high pitch tone, repeatedly instructed , slapped or threatened.
4.2.3 Mothers passive communication style
During feeding and playing situation it was found that mothers were using more
passive behaviour with female children but for male children they were little
passive during bathing and dressing time. Globally the traditions of society
female children are getting less preference for feeding and playing. Mothers
spend less time compare to male children. Bangladeshi mothers were more
conservative with female children during dressing time. Considering to rural
context male children is moving around without any dress up (lower portion) in
their young age.
4.2.4 Mothers passive-aggressive communication style
In all the three situations mothers used passive-aggressive communication style
more with female children. Traditionally, in Bangladesh culture female children
are dominated from early age by their mothers and female children are taught to
play submissive role. Parents may start the process of sex-role stereotyping of
their children beginning at birth, when pink or blue indicates the sex of the
newborn, and continuing through adolescence (Jones & Wilkins, 1986). Later on
parents may not actively use different communication style in a gender
stereotyping manner but social learning works for both parents and the children.
Parents tend to encourage dependency and close family ties in girls and to put
more emphasis on independence, early exploration, achievement and competition
in boys (I loffman, 1977; Ruble & Martin, I998). Moreover, they often
communicate this message directly (Pomerantz & Ruble, in press). Mothers said
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you are a naughty girl, always showed hurry, gave direction listen first or stop
playing etc. Thus through mothers' use of different communication styles for
male and female children they learn appropriate sex role behaviour.
4.3 Indication for further research
A number of limitations of the present study provide the basis for further research
in the area of maternal communication style. As the participants were from some
selected areas of Dhaka city only, the findings cannot be generalized and further
studies with representative sample are therefore needed in order to have a
common picture. Further studies are also suggested for generalizing the results to
different socio-economic group.
Another limitations of the study was that some of the extraneous variables like
education, profession etc. those which could have affected mother's
communication style were not controlled. It was felt that this was not necessary
as the study was of qualitative in nature and aimed to see the general pattern.
However, if the study is to be replicated in future, it would be worth while to
have a more rigorous control over variable. During observation it was found that
some mothers omitted regular bathing of children due to winter seasons
(observation took place during the month of December 2009 and January 2010).
So, it was not possible to observe the communication style of all the mothers
during bathing situation. It is therefore, suggested that observation of this type of
study should be extended to other seasons also. Lastly, the awareness or alertness
caused by being observed probably has led the mothers to behave in a manner
which is not very natural for them. To overcome this problem participant
observation is suggested.
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In short, the study is probably the first attempt in the context of Bangladesh to
acquire knowledge about communication style of the mothers. It is not possible in
a single research to include all the variables and have a complete picture and
therefore, it is felt that further research is needed to have a better understanding
of the communication styles of the Bangladeshi mothers.
However, despite all those limitations it may be concluded that the present study
complied with the goals i.e., it has contributed to the understanding of maternal
communication with their male and female children at different age. The findings
of the study give a general picture as well as to raise many research questions
which may initiate further research investigation.
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General Information
Name of the Child ..................................... Code No .........
Date ......../......./ ...............
Serial No
1. Name of the Child ................................................................. Age .................. Gender............
2. Mother's name ..................................................................... Age.......... Education .......................
3. Father' s name ...................................................................... Age........... Education........................
4. Number of children ................ Boy............ Girl...............
5. Monthly family income ................. Mother............... Father.......... ..
6. Birth order of the research participant Child ........................
7. Member of the family ........................
8. Home District ..................... Mother ......... ... Father...................
9. Full address House no ............. Road ...................
Name of the area ........................ Dhaka - .......
Contact no ................................. Home ............ Mobile...................
10. Who else in the family helps in the care of your child.... A ) ................... B)...........................
Signature of the Information provider ................................... Date ....................
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iAppendix B Informed Consent for Observation (Bangla and English)
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IInformed Consent for Observation
Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
Research Title: Parental Communication Style as Related to Gender and Age in Urban
Settings.
Name of the Researcher: Roxana Khamon
Organization : Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
Objective of the research:
Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University has initiated Master Program on
Early Childhood Development from 2008, which is the first of its kind in Bangladesh. At this
stage of the program, the students of first batch are conducting research study. As a part of
this research, we have come from IED, BRAC University to conduct research. The aim of this
research is to observe how parents living in the urban areas communicate with their 1/3/5
years children in home environment. There are five sessions in the observation; I) Bathing
and dressing 2) Feeding 3) Playing and 4) Toileting and 5) Sleeping. We will observe these
activities for two consecutive days.
Expectation:
You and your 1/3/5 year old child (girl/boy) are invited to participate in this research work.
We will come to your home at your suitable time to observe. Each session will take 20
minutes; that means total 100 minutes will be taken. During observation we will take notes
the information how you communicate with your 1/3/5 year old child. We hope that you and
your children will agree upon this research and one of our researchers will go to your home
for two consecutive days and conduct this research work.
Risk and Benefit:
There is no risk for you and your children by participating in this research. Both you and your
child will not get any money or food during the observation. IED, BRACU expects that the
findings from this observation will help Bangladeshi parents by the Parenting Program.
Right to participate in or withdraw from the research:
The participation of you and your child in this research fully depends on your willingness. If
you do not want to continue or if you want to withdraw yourself from the research, we will
respect your decision and you will not be questioned.
Confidentiality:
You can rely on us that the information of you and your 11,!5 year old child (girl/boy) will be
preserved with confidentiality. The documents carrying the information will be kept locked at
IED, BRACU. Nobody except the research related people will see this information.
Contact person:
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Roxana Khanom is the main researcher of this research. If you feel that any fault has been
done with you or by any means you face loss or if you have any question regarding this
research, you can contact with Ms. Roxana Khanom at IED, BRACU, Niketan Housing
Society, Gulshan 1, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Phone, 8824180, 9881265 (Ext. 2127). Besides, you
can also contact with Ms. Mahrnuda Akhter, Head of ECDRC, IED, BRACU at the same
address mentioned above.
Do you and your 1/3/5 year old child (girl/boy) agree to participate in this research? Yes/No
(If agree)
Signature of Mother
(Help the mother give fingerprint if she does not know how to sign)
Name and signature of the Research Assistant:
Date:
Code no:
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Appendix C Observation Checklist for 3 year old Children (Bangla and English)
itt (f ife)
fte ^1u ....................................... CISM
:......... :.........
c^^1u
W OF
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc.)
• Ott wt f ^f c f M-JIM r • Xt c9117M f
5tim 9tft for cstl'f d • t *m c4m • ^It ^ Gstt^f c s t ZF T
•f^vtr 7r car 71 1771 --^t
c t ' c'tNt • Z°^ • 9t G bi^1 ^t • ^t stt C i1 '6 T
• amt a^T cgl'wt bT T
VW-9ttf r colt
e
gift f r c •rt t C9 t
r
• t+ C `^'i ^°C
i
• 1"-911 ^
^ 'f• 19A^
qy
• fi Wt ^.^
• ^ t a r - T t Ikm C" ,
{^,,.^
• f & 7i i /" nt f^' CW v I i }^• c r/ 9tt^7 V I `+1/ 'Q • i, '^t, -°m
R It-7 rc-^F car c?t f4-CW 31?r t I • 9rt ^/ cwt'/ cif Ttsitc6
•
• #Tcw^ pit WT 5m cam : Ft
Im 6174'1 CI • V.-IV -1v1^'-i1'^ ^7 A`.' '
^}q^^ q xtsr
• 9t `i'1_^Y , M v^.1
• Zd+tt T C-TiT • fr B It • • 'r WT Vm
• ^tlzrt
I
m
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ZKOO O"T"
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
TOW catsWW
tt
• ^Itst
Zst` G^It'^ItL^It'^
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc.)
• 451 Xt em
VPF: V ter mot?
fir
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c (f.. ft)
crtc (body gesture, sign language , touch , facial
expression , eye contact etc.)
(speaking , singing, words, quality of voice when
using words , tone, tonal quality , pitch etc.)
• IT;qm OW • f% • Irtw -tt i c41F:
5mv• "V;T " " cam: 511 -N
• VW I WW "-miT • VW-9ti t vm-oq I
e^rtc^t • Zvi !MT CqR • ft Wim fm ^1?r • \D I •
-Cs" 15M• " ' • f 109tcI Viir • f
0110540 • L ter fir 'the?rt•7 • Mfr • f 3 cW 51 .4
• • VCd Ft rMt • f^cfr N?1M • i ft fay ^?r
• iit i etc • ?" 1 fa r f6^ • f 'at 6 t r
• f_" t t?ri tic" 'Zt f -fm cOt•r • ^'Ke ^ TIZUR -.45W 1 • f"V fti t jai wit C m
• * t a t s TM a u ^ r ^ • 7 m c r
Um 1" c Wm c^i?r • f f ^r mm • fte9 " cm
• - fi t -- - c u m A" C • z h t T 4 V - I G r " I Gam: • Pm f VV Ott r
• •t1f^ *RR -4t MAT-I• •rfzr 'WO*r4m
• cagm fw • CAW ITM 7V -ft-4m
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• os IMX c
\a 1,4 1 -IFW• rt
• r c VM
• f1 cs ,c
• To lql^c* ;FN
m t Twa r • a c^tc?r
^f1 e?itt^t
wt wm f.Tc r va s?t • ^kI t ^t1?r • ft ° - " a am
• f ?r ^t lqr^ *cq verul m cunt "qw
t"Ifkw v • to rFm am "VF
• V cir41 l5w -.q1, fear
Ott AM;T
a t ( f f 1r)
l°.:.........
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
(speaking , singing , words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc.)
zrt
Z";Tt cam mm • mt^t 4W •^ Ott ^Lat
7"-f4 MUF • f t^tc^t • Vt. c 1 r
• vw-9tt *q c't VO • Cff" • 9t C";Tt 5174
• " fir mm • V f^z?t Na%w b1^r
NT ci f► .r WTJ ttcW IR3 • *C F -40 -4" V TQ •i Ord
-km MTf • m JIM i CIt •te -qw • tt f tm-7mT
Leta t-H T • JTo -qm KO `'ft qm
tt V 'Ift fkn corm
'TW • zit fTr a-tO c4m
V '-W fir C %Im!RZ • --t Nm-W fir VW 9tt cv • rorigt cu c Tm t
IKIK
• --Tt c t r tffq
-1 f -"Rm fir ct
"
• t1at-7t 't+f:c i v4cw ic• f f -^P C fit VFTr
• t c4rm f -I • Lit Ott %I^tl^ fl
i9
r4wrt -14M
(.o f^: )
c l 1kMtsl
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
• 'T C ' t 1 1 I c Cwt
• f f iWt WU
Vm
• *i C4i
• Cstltslt *m c z r
• tsi i
sm
G'i?i °r3f
• tt
• f"t cats c mf c i V't
- -• In A50 40 VO VC-11
• olc-A CTM C"51 /
Cqff" Sls11 VItsl
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc.)
V
• t ^ 04" 1 Y 1 (PICA 51?T
• -ti V V-1tM C'OrCT Cheri V
• 7f-'t c t 1
• fw=it1Ch^
• WC c4miT
• "tt lqc^
f"*WO
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qfllf^ f ( f F 1Wmf wr)
C -.To\:.........
W OF
(body gesture, sign language , touch, facial
expression , eye contact etc.)
-TO-ftiF
(speaking , singing , words, quality of voice when
using words , tone, tonal quality , pitch etc.)
art
_ ^t fte t ^WR
• to t ^t t / 9t1 r 4W ig t • tt-IW • it
TdFWZ4 /tt • ^t^t
• ^t v'4 Cal c^ fir • T i iM CM T Wt • L^b6 70 Ott 71^ • fc
• in CFiT
. Xm f • ^t, ^t,
• ' n W;U - • " mCS't • ^ qm 5111 • IP WMTIT C e6
t ^+ Est 9 °PeV 7 C" Z Vm
^t • ryl fm" Ga '°M Cat C ;R/ • mq Cstm Wtc4' • V / Ott T9ti^ t I s i • ITR 7t" -Um
(^o j%- - o fir:)
Cff;T ft^f^
•
• ^ C9tC^i utC^ -4m
• t-?fit s
• f CbCQt t • ^ "/
• 9t1C?r ^ ^ (f C ) • f "tst
• ws7 it V f f#r firi
• V " " " CStCaf f" Wm • W • Vii i VC'T ZStC.;S
• tic 5" 7 • C5 IItN C it C r
• T;qs VC 4;f • 'F" t6lm"h°t " • XT ^r ^ tCd
• ft tTfr • fis
• Wt 7
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Observation Checklist (For the mother of 3 year old children)
Name of the Child ..................................... Code No .........
Age .........Gender.........
Nonverbal Communication
Session (body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Arrange the things • Get ready to bathe • Call the child for • Insist mother for
necessary for bathing alone bathing bathing
• Use warm water for • Play taking toys in • Insist the child to • Do not want to bathe
bathing hand finish bathing • Want to bathe alone
• Put soap • Try to keep the quickly • Cry
• Message oil mother's hands away • Wipe the body and • Shout
Bathing and dressing
• Play with hands and • Play with water talk with the child • Say no...no(20 minutes) legs • Throws hands and • Scold • Do not want to
• Ask the child to legs • Call being annoyed massage
come near by • Want to use • Massage oil/powder/lotion
waving hand soap/shampoo alone oil/powder/lotion • Want to be dressed
• Give toys in hand • Try to push the and talk. by own choice
• Kiss mother away Like.... • Want to wipe alone
• Caress • Want to wipe body • Talk with the
• Take to the breast alone • Talk in soft tone mother. Like.....
• Take to the lap • Start leaping and • Talk at high pitch • Ask so many
• Keep smiling face jumping once • Tell story questions. Like:
dressed • Recite rhyme/sing
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture , sign language , touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the mother do
• Get annoyed
• Give a wink by the
eyes
• Keep her body
relaxed
• Show anger
• Comb hair
What does the child do
• Listen to what the
mother says and
follow instruction
• Bathe sitting on a
tool
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do
• Talk with the child
What does the child do
When will I bathe?
• Insist mother to be
dressed
Bathing and dressing up
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the mother do What does the child do
• Prepare food •
• Feed with spoon
• Feed with hand
Give toys in hand •
Feed forcefully
• Feed taking to laps •
• Keep smiling face
Feeding
• Get annoyed •(20 minutes)
Feed taking the child
around home •
• Keep the body soft •
• Call the child
showing food
• Act in such a way so
•that the child thinks
that the food is very •
tasty
•
• Show anger in eyes
• Become stiff •
• Slap
•
• Give the food that
the child likes
Want to eat while
watching cartoon or
TV
Throw hands and
legs
Take much time in
eating
Keep the food in
mouth for long
Vomit
Wave head
indicating
unwillingness in
eating
Want to hold food
Keep the mouth
closed
Play with toys
Keep the face off the
food
Throw away food
after taking in the
mouth
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do
• Talk continuously.
Like:
• Make different types
of sound by mouth.
Like: sound of car
• Keep the voice soft • Cry
• Talk in high tone • Shout
• Call the child
repeatedly for having
• Want to eat alone
using own hand
food • Get annoyed if not
• Feed after scolding given
• Tell story • Want to eat food of
• Shout being annoyed own choice
or angry • Want to eat chips or
• Use words of other kind of food
appraisal. Like: • Want to eat crispy
chanachur
• Allure saying that
you will be given
• Look for food by it
self
many things. Like: • Ask the name of the
food
• Show picture books • Talk with mother
• Tell that that you while eating
will be taken to visit
some places
• Does not want to
continue eating after
iSession
What does the mother do
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the child do
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do
Make hurry Leap and jump •
Slap or beat on the . Walk around
back Eat while playing •
Threaten of sticks
Help child eat alone
. Get up and down in
chair and table while
• Feed the child eating •
. Encourage the child
giving the food that
it likes
Open mouth when
food is finished
Eat using own hand
sitting at a place
Eat while roaming
•
• Beat if the child
breaks any toy
• Smile
• Laugh
•
Playing
• Play hide and seek
• Keep costly toys
• Play by throwing
hands and legs
•
(20 Minutes) away from the child • Play with toys •
fearing that they can • Stare at mother again •
be broken and again •
• Get busy giving the
child to play
• Play hide and seek
with mother
•
• Make a wink by the • Pull mothers hands •
eyes for playing •
Give it fear of police
ort ghost
Softly ask the child
to eat if it does not
want to have food
Try feeding saying
that the food will
give strength and
power
Does not insist for
eating rather thinks
of alternative food
What does the child do
having a little
• Talk with mother in
soft voice
Tell names of
different things
Introduce small-
large, colour
Show picture book
Tell stories
Recite rhymes
Use word of
appraisal. Like:
Inspire to play. Like:
Scold if breaks toys
• Talk a lot
• Ply like cartoon
characters
• Want the toys of
choice
• Want to play outside
of home
• Shout while playing
• Talk or sing in a low
tone
• Sing
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the mother do
• Encourage the child
to play with cars
• Encourage the child
to play with dolls
• Encourage the child
to play with
cookeries
• Give all toys to play
• Go for cooking
leaving the child
play alone
What does the child do
• Play alone with the
toys
• Throw hands and
legs if not given to
p lay
• Throw away toys
• Play making other
things as toys
• Keep the toys in
right place after
playing
• Want to discover
dismantling the toys
• Play imitating the
mother
• Play much in
presence of the
mother
• Play with toys
• Play with dolls
• Play with cookeries
• Leap and go from
one side to the other
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do
• Ask the child to keep
the toys arranged
• Want to know which
toy is favorite to the
child
• Does not let the child
play if it does not
listen to what she
says
• Does not let the child
play for a long time
• Scold if the child
annoys her
• Play with the child
for a long time
• Talk with the child
What does the child do
• Recite rhymes
• Make different
sound during
playing. Like: kong
kong kong, lee lee
lee
• Tell the name of
different color
• Say funny word
while playing
• Relate toys with
different shapes
• Talk with
brother/sister while
playing
• Play making
different sound
• Make sound like aan
aan
• Ask many question
to the mother
• Talk with
brother/sister
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the mother do What does the child do
side of a room
• Play running to and
fro
• Play with
blocks/logo
• Jump on the floor
after every few
moments
• Walk around during
playing
• The sister of the
child keeps the toys
arranged
• Come to mother
again and again
• Observe
brother/sister playing
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words , quality of voice when
using words , tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do
Go from one side to
the another side of
the room making
sound
Make loud sound
Session
Toileting and Sleeping
(20 minutes + 20
minutes)
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
What does the mother do
• Get annoyed if it
toilets all on a
sudden
• Take it to the toilet
• Give the toileting pot
• Get busy making
after keeping the
child sit on the pot
• Wash/clean the child
after toileting
• Keep face and eyes
stiff
• Cradle it on legs to
make it sleep
• Take it to bed at the
time of sleeping
• Caress child's body
• Take it on the chest
• Kiss
• Play a prank with the
child
What does the child do
• Show discomfort if it
feel toilet pressure
• Toilet at anywhere
• Want to draw
mother ' s attention
• Stare at mother after
toileting in cloth
• Wake up at loud
sound
• Shiver
• Look for mother if
awaken
• Go to toilet alone
• Keep the toilet
pressure concealed
often (especially
during playing)
• Get awaken if the
mother get up from
its side
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do
• Talk in soft voice.
Like:
• Talk in loud voice.
Like:
• Sing lullaby
• Praise the child
• Ask the child if it
wants to toilet
• Ask the child to go
to sleep in time
• Tell story
• Recite rhyme
• Say its time for
sleeping
What does the child do
Call the mother
Cry
Shout
Say..no..no
Cry if get awaken
Laugh after getting
awaken
Want to gossip with
mother
Tell mother if feels
toilet pressure
Sing/make sound
while toileting
Call the mother after
toileting is done
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial
expression, eye contact etc.)
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when
using words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Make it sleep by • Feel sad after getting
taking in the lap and up from sleep
moving around • Show annoyance
• Toilet in the pot
Appendix D Observation Checklist for 5 year old Children (Bangla and English)
I to (T -df )
....................................... c --To,:.........
:......... f":.........
lq-tom
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression, eye
contact etc. )
t
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice wh
using words, tone, tonal q uality , p itch etc. )
art f -M f
• ts7m; att ^ ^ f C - 1 • f ^ C l l i tT 'Z^ 3,t • c m stct • f fkes 'ft c 1 -g
• f VW c dtc • VW-9tt • f ccfl t TA-ff C1r?1
• WV V'IV Im • ti1 fir Nvrt d • Ott Ft
• ter vmtq • st 9rft *V c ft • gat l^ CIP'm C' • amt amt cstt7m WW6
• tst^t t1^t r f-7m cst!JIM T ° CPR • 1 9r t 94
• fqw • f ^1 f b r • art pit TKq. a tt br?I
cstt^r 9t t • ^t f^CFr M^ • Inc Z CCi f^ b^?r C51 mcal'a 71m Xt faI j • 9i i / C trt-q/ cWV[ -.It
(lo ft:) • ^19tg 9tft* c • f t
• Wt 'A'M Ott 9rW • D1MC "
• 9rt , cert'M wit c^ 74 f" c
c^ f MT-M 1WO • 74tf 9 f3T ^tt^it tst7ier c^t'+
r ^`, ^a
• "^^1^1 9r11^1 f t c'I
c1i
tj Wt;T • I-'1m I-IM °tIr-"
'T'_ cff;R/ ffF-.91 f 4-;q -qt
• =rt cstt^r ^ f^ztr ^ f / "^ • V --Tm cw ow WMI1 • ter In 7qN
-fc 9pqCW ^^ art 4m
it vifto cqm f lqm
cif z^ 7"
wt r rav c rw
caft Tw -rp ire
f4w cr
vi 14,1cal cf
^te^t alisic-q -4m i c
IL ( f)
rqtw --7°. ...............
(body gesture , sign language, touch , facial expression,
eye contact etc.)
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice wh(
usin g words , tone, tonal quality, p itch etc.)
Ott r fm _t 1 -450 fm
• vvl 5 . • f m qt f f c v f ' • f ratC • f vcz c 5r
• f t r t r c •11^r t^/ ^1C^ • iit f4m f A?r
• VV;a t AWFzt;q ;FW • VW-•tt • " •t
• ?fit- t c^c^^ • 1T tst • 10 c ► • F-TCW ^
CTOT v;qm VI t rtr rc • tf4m"' Vm
• •t cR;T • Mfr WO/ ?fit tC ctr t 11 • v1¢t"I • f tm I f t W-IT C
t s^tC^t =rt tC ftt t IT " • 4" Ft fir/ ' N1 ^tcg • rst rt f 7ikt?r 4FM i4m NU 5m
(^o f*:) tm • *rat4 sTr -RIFN • fit NEW '°t
• w^ et?r r r mtt • ? -4W 170 -4" r;vF ft f ^t cagtta • a "'W
• ^t c t^ • fr ft f t! fft VC;q 1
• t 3 c tY I • f llt?r • W cff;^ • •l-4m W.Ij s bt?t
• Otte • ft f Vfft CU X11 t • W • 7t
VIV C-M VO fkw^ VW c r •' ftm't MIR Im
C;m C t
• C-44 C t tt r Wum Am -14C.
egf^rm .g f
•
rc •
• r T'qC4 "Rvm • / CdtC-7;4 VN Ott <
• ftt C e?I1^t 1 • W^7 r4Mt C^tLti3 tiTtf
• sT Gtt C C^^TL?I
►r/ • t^ZG qltc'
1* I •i
• f►,z^r lcd i
•Csf
• ^T C btaf C Chi ^t
• ^i c'ar
• ^T qtc1i alt 4cr
91t ztp.C (4tu Anno )
ym'°, ...............
vilquil -;TM
(body gesture , sign language , touch, facial expression,
eye contact etc.)
(speaking , singing , words, quality of voice whe
using words, tone, tonal qualit y, pitch etc.)
rftt
(-)o ff:)
V*WW
t cum C" tat
VW
w ct4WW r
;qtt/ OFF
=rtft c
srtc'f tW;i
zbt^t ft^ ^
'l l 'D,[^t frrz?r CrtCS
ut -fit fir cmtz
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Observation Checklist (For the mother of 5 year old child)
Name of the Child ..................................... Code No .........
Age .........Gender.........
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression,
eye contact etc.)
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when using
words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Arrange the things • Get ready to bathe • Call the child for • Insist mother for
necessary for bathing alone bathing bathing
• Ask the child to come • Throw hands and legs • Summon repeatedly to • Do not want to bathe
near by waving hand • Play with water bathe • Want to bathe alone
• Undress the child • Play with mother • Insist the child to • Want to be dressed by
Bathing and dressing • Massage oil throwing water finish bathing quickly own choice
• Give a wink by the • Take long time in • Wipe the body and talk • Do not want to
(20 minutes) eyes bathing with the child massage
• Get annoyed • Want to use • Give different type of oil/powder/lotion
• Message soap and soap/shampoo alone instruction during • Sing and recite while
shampoo • Try to push the mother bathing bathing
• Dress the child away • Ask the child to wear • Bathe and tell that he
• Comb hair • Want to wipe body cloth will not let anybody
• Massage powder, alone • Ask the child to see
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression,
eve contact etc.)
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words. quality of voice when using
words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc.
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
lotion or oil • Start leaping and massage lotion • Bathe and talk with
• Use warm water for jumping while being • Does not let the child mother continuously
bathing dressed wear dress according • Does not wear dress
• Go off to do other • Bathe alone to its own choice according to mothers
works leaving the child • Put off dress alone • Instruct the child wear choice
bathing alone • Message a particular dress
• Bathe the child soap/shampoo alone • Ask the child to bathe
standing near • Come out of bathroom alone
into the room and do • Ask the child to pour
the reverse again and much water on the
again while bathing head
• Come out of the • Encourage the child to
bathroom wearing a bathe alone
towel • Scold if the child do
• Remain silent late in bathing
• Tell story while
wiping body
• Warn that the child
will catch cold if it
does late
• Tell '`I will not take
Nonverbal Communication Verbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression, (speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when usingSession
eye contact etc.) words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
you to the doctor if
you catch cold"
Feeding • Prepare food • Want to eat while • Talk continuously. • Want to eat alone
• Summon the child watching cartoon or Like: using own hand
(20 minutes) showing food TV • Get annoyed if not
• Act in such a way so • Throw hands and legs given
that the child thinks • Take much time in • Keep the voice soft • Want to eat food of
that the food is very eating • Talk in high tone own choice
tasty • Keep the food in • Call the child • Want to eat chips or
• Make the face and eye mouth for long repeatedly for having other kind of food
stiff • Vomit/throw away food • Like to eat cakes
• Show slap food from mouth • Summon the child • Eat favorite food in
• Give the food that the • Wave head indicating softly/harshly for every now and then
child likes unwillingness in eating feeding • Want plate for having
• Go off to do other • Want to hold food • Tell story food
works leaving the child • Keep the mouth closed • Show picture books • Make different sound
be fed alone • Eat using the spoon • Feed after scolding expressing that the
• Walk around alone • Do hurry food is tasty
• Sit in some other place • Eat rice alone • Shout being annoyed • Gossip
• Feed the child • Pour and drink water or angry • Talk a lot with mother
• Allure saying that you
Session
Nonverbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression,
eye contact etc.)
Verbal Communication
(speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when using
words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Give toys in hand alone will be given many • Ask questions
• Feed forcefully • Wash hand alone after things or taken to visit • Talk with
finishing eating some places brother/sister
• Run all across the • Slap or beat on the • Want to eat other food
room back
• Hide under the table • Give it fear of sticks
• Do pranks • Give it fear of police
• Play with toys and see or ghost
and handle them while • Threaten by saying
playing that the food will be
eaten by someone else
• Allure of chocolate or
ice-cream
• Summon after giving
food in plates or bowls
• Ask the child what it
wants to have with rice
• Ask the child to eat
sitting at table
• Want to know the
reason if denies to eat
Nonverbal Communication Verbal Communication
Session
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression, (speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when using
eye contact etc.) words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Threaten of beating if
denies
• Feed telling about
brothers and sisters
Playing • Scold or beat if the • Pull mothers hands for • Scold if breaks toys • Ply like cartoon
child breaks any toy playing • Ask the child to keep characters
(20 Minutes) • Keep costly toys away • Play alone with the the toys arranged • Want the toys of
from the child fearing toys • Ask the child what it choice
that they can be broken • Throw hands and legs wants to play • Want to play outside
• Play with the child if not given to play • Want to know which of home
• Get busy giving the • Throw away toys toy is favorite to the • Shout while playing
child to play • Play making other child • Talk or sing in a low
• Forbid by the wink of things as toys • Does not let the child tone
eyes • Keep the toys in right play if it does not • Sing
• Encourage the child to place after playing listen to what she says • Recite rhymes
play with cars • Break the toys after • Does not let the child • Play for a long time
• Encourage the child to playing for a while play for a long time • Make sound according
play with dolls • Play imitating the • Sing to the nature of play
• Encourage the child to mother • Recite rhymes • Talk with picture
play with cookeries • Play much in presence • Give interesting games books
Nonverbal Communication Verbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression, (speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when usingSession
eye contact etc.) words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do
Toileting and Sleeping
(20 minutes + 20 minutes)
• Observe the child
during playing
• Take the child to the
toilet
• Get to know from the
child while going
outside whether it will
toilet or not
• Take it to bed at the
time of sleeping
• Caress child's body
• Take it on the chest
• Kiss
What does the child do
of the mother
• Play with cars
• Play with dolls
• Play with cookeries
• Play with puzzles
• Play and count with
the ball
• Play lying and
grabbing dolls
• Go to toilet alone
• Keep the toilet
pressure concealed
often (especially
during playing)
• Get awaken if the
mother get up from its
side
What does the mother do
• Scold
• Rebuke if shouts
during playing
• Smile while talking
with the child
• Ask the child if it
wants to toilet
• Ask the child to go to
sleep in time
• Tell story
• Recite rhyme
• Sing lullaby
• Tell funny stories
What does the child do
• Laugh loudly during
playing
• Tell mother if feels
toilet pressure
• Nags
• Does not want to sleep
• Want to sleep with
mother
Nonverbal Communication Verbal Communication
(body gesture, sign language, touch, facial expression, (speaking, singing, words, quality of voice when using
Session
eye contact etc.) words, tone, tonal quality, pitch etc. )
What does the mother do What does the child do What does the mother do What does the child do
• Play a prank with the
child
• Make it sleep
forcefully
• Does not force
• Take it to bed for
sleeping
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Appendix E Interview Questionnaire
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Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
Research Title: Parental Communication Style as Related to Gender and Age in
Urban Settings.
Name of the Researcher : Roxana Khamon
Organization : Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
1. Bathing and Dressing
a. Do you call upon the child for bathing?
• Call repeatedly
• Calling once is enough
• Not at all respond
b. Who undress if the child doesn't want to?
• The child put off dress by herself
• Put of the dress
• Help put off dress
• Persist
• Get annoyed
• Something else
c. What do you do if the child takes long for bathing?
• Ask to finish quickly
• Take off from bathing and wipe the body
• Get annoyed - always, sometimes, never
• Get angry
• Scold
d. What do you do when the child insist for bathing?
• Get annoyed
• Make it understand
• Instantly bathe
• Do nothing
• What else
e. Do you use oil, soap, shampoo always/never?
• Yes
• No
• When
f. How does the child behave while bathing?
• Gets happy
• Leaps
• Cries/shouts
• Plays with water
• Wants to bathe alone
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a. What do you do if the child doesn' t want to eat?
• Feed later
• Feed telling stories
• Do what the child likes
• Persist
• Scold
b. When the child take out food from mouth, you-
Stop feeding for a while
• Feed forcefully at once
• Feed taking it around
• Get annoyed/angry
• What else
c. If the child run during feeding, you-
Run with it too
• Make it sit at a place and feed
• Call it to come near and take food
• Call and embrace to feed
• Scold
d. If it doesn ' t want to eat, you-
Give new food
• Make it understand
• Say- I will buy you toys/ take you out
• Don't do anything
• What else
e. If throw away food, you-
Make it understand
• Get annoyed
• Beat
• Don't say anything
• What else
f. Do you feed in just time?
• Yes
g.
h. Do you want to know if the child is hungry?
• Yes
• No
i. Do feed for a long time?
• Yes
• No
• Not always
• No
Does the child want to eat if hungry or express in other ways?
• Yes
• No
• How...
3. Playing
a. Do you like to play with the child?
• Yes
• No
90
• Not always
b. What do you do if the child wants the toys it likes?
• Give instantly
• Tell it to play carefully
• Don't give the toys thinking that it might break them
• Get annoyed/angry
• What else-
c. When do you play more with the child?
• By day
• Before sleep
• At bathing
• During feeding
• According to the demand of the child
d. What do you do if the child breaks toys?
• Make it understand
• Scold
• Don't do anything
• What else...
e. Do you understand what the child wants?
• Yes
• No
• Sometimes
f. Do you work leaving the child play?
• Yes
• No
• Sometimes
• Never
g. Does the child like playing alone?
• Yes
• No
• Sometimes
In. Does the child want to play always?
• Yes
• No
• Sometimes
i. What do you do if the child wants to play for a long time?
• Scold
• Make it understand
• Let it play sometimes
• Let it play always
4. Toileting and sleeping
a. What do you do if the child doesn't want to sleep?
• Paton the body
• Tell stories/rhymes/sing songs
• Cradle leg and shoulder
• Walk around
91
• Persist
• Don't do anything
b. Do you make it sleep at a certain time?
• Yes
• No
• According to the child's wish
c. What does the child do when feels drowsy?
• Annoys/nags
• Wants to take milk
• Wants you
• Wants others-yes/no or wants whom.....
d. What do you do if the child toilets any where?
• Get annoyed/angry
• What else.....
e. Does the child toilet alone?
• Yes
• No
• Sometimes
f. Do you toilet the child at the certain time?
• Always
• Sometimes
• Never
• According to the child's wish
g. Does the child let you know before toileting?
• Always
• Sometimes
• Never
Signature of Mother
(Help the mother give fingerprint if she does not know how to sign)
Name and signature of the Research Assistant
Date
Code no.
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Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
Research Title: Parental Communication Style as Related to Gender and Age in
Urban Settings.
Name of the Researcher: Roxana Khamon
Organization : Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University
Objective of the research:
Institute of Educational Development, BRAC University has initiated Master
Program on Early Childhood Development from 2008, which is the first of its kind in
Bangladesh. At this stage of this program, the students of first batch are conducting
research study. As a part of this, we have come from IED, BRAC University to
conduct research. The aim of this research is to observe how parents living in the
urban areas communicate with their 1/3/5 years children at home environment. There
are five sessions in the observation; 1) Bathing and clothing 2) Feeding 3) Playing
and 4) Toileting and 5) Sleeping.
Expectation:
You and your 1/3/5 year old child (girl/boy) are invited to participate in this research
work. We will come to your home at your suitable time to observe. It will take 5
minutes for the question-answer session. During observation, we will note the
information how you communicate with your 1/3/5 year old child (girl/boy) in
different situation. We hope that you will agree to participate in this question-answer
session.
Risk and Benefit:
There is no risk for you by participating in this research. You will not get any money
or food this question-answer session. IED, BRACU expects that the findings from
this observation will help Bangladeshi parents by the Parenting Program.
Right to participate in or withdraw from the research:
The participation of you and your child in this research fully depends on your
willingness. If you do not want to discontinue or if you want to withdraw yourself
from the research, we will respect your decision and you will not be questioned.
Confidentiality:
You can rely on us that the information of you and your 1/3/5 year old child
(girl/boy) will be preserved with confidentiality. The documents carrying the
information will be kept locked at [ED, BRACU. Nobody except the research related
people will see this information.
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Roxana Khanom is the main researcher of this research. If you feel that any fault has
been done with you or by any means you face loss or if you have any question
regarding this research, you can contact with Ms. Roxana Khanom at IED, BRACU,
Niketan Housing Society, Guishan I, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Phone, 8824180, 9881265
(Ext. 2127). Besides, you can also contact with Ms. Mahrnuda Akhter, Head of
ECDRC, [ED, BRACU at the same address mentioned above.
Do you and your 1/3/5 year old child (girl/boy) agree to participate in this research?
Yes/No
(If agree)
Signature of Mother
(I ielp the mother give fingerprint if she does not know how to sign)
Name and signature of the Research Assistant:
Date:
Code no:
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(Observation day 1)
Table 1
Age of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS) in
percentage
Situation
MACS with 3 MACS with 5
years children years children
Bathing & Dressing 94 60
Feeding 72 43
Playing 32 36
Figure 1
Age of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS)
Mothers Assertive Communication Style
0 MACS with 3 years children n MACS with 5 years children
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Figure 1 shows that during bathing and dressing time mothers' use assertive
communication style 94% with 3 years old and 60% with 5 years. While
feeding, mothers were witnessed more on assertive communication style 72%
with 3 year old children, and for 5 years is 43%. In play time mothers
communicate 36% with their 5 year old children.
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Age of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS) in
percentage
Situation
MAgCS with 3 MAgCS with 5 years
years children children
Bathing & Dressing 5 30
Feeding 30 22
Playing 20 42
Figure 2
Age of children and mothers aggressive communication style (MAgCS)
Mothers Aggressive Communication Style
o MAgCS with 3 years children n MAgCS w th 5 years children
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Table 2 represents that mothers behave aggressively most of time with their 5
year old children 30% and 42% respectively in bathing & dressing and playing
time. During feeding situation mothers use more aggressive approach (30%)
with 3 year old children.
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Age of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS) in
percentage
MPCS with 3 years MPCS with 5 years
Situation
children children
Bathing & Dressing 10 10
Feeding 27 60
Playing 37 13
Figure 3
Age of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS)
Mothers Passive Communication Style
J E3 MPCS with 3 years children n MPCS with 5 years children
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Figure 3 indicates that mothers' passive communication style higher with 5
year old children during feeding time. On the other hand mothers witnessed
more passive behaviour with their 3 year old children during play situation
respectively 37%.
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Age of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS) in percentage
Situation
MP-AgCS with 3 years
children
MP-AgCS with 5
years children
Bathing & Dressing 10 20
Feeding 17 0
Playing 40 4
Figure 4
Age of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS)
Mothers Passive -Aggressive Communication Style
ro M -AgCS with 3 years children n MP-AgCS with 5 years children
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Figure 4 is present clear picture that mothers use higher passive-aggressive
communication with their 3 year old children during feeding (17%) and
playing (40%) time.
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(Observation day 1)
Table 5
Gender of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS) in
percentage
Gender of Children
Situation Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 65 89
Feeding 70 74
Playing 39 39
Figure 5
Gender of children and mothers assertive communication style (MACS)
Mothers Assertive Communication Style
D Male Children ® Female Children
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
39 39
Playing
Table 5 indicates that mothers' assertive communication behaviour observed
most with their female children 89% and 74% respectively during bathing &
dressing and feeding situation and least with male children.
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Gender of Children mother ' s aggressive communication style in percentage
Situation Gender of Children
Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 12 14
Feeding 31 21
Playing
Figure 6
rn
d
c
47 25
Mothers Aggressive Communication Style
50
C Male Children n Female Children
47
21
12
40
30
20
10 -
0
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
25-
Playing
Figure 6 represent a clear evident that mother ' s use of aggressive behaviour
most of time with their male children respectively 31 % and 47% during
feeding and playing situations.
Table 7
Gender of children and mother ' s passive communication style (MPCS) in
percentage
Gender of ChildrenSituation Male (%) Female (% o)
Bathing & Dressing 14 6
Feeding 55 32
Playing 18 32
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Gender of children and mothers passive communication style (MPCS)
Mothers Passive Communication Style
o Male Children a Female Children
55
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
It is clear evident from Figure 7 feeding is the only situation where mothers
use passive communication higher for male children 55%.
Table 8
Gender of children and mothers passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS) in percentage
Gender of Children
Situation Male (%) Female (%)
Bathing & Dressing 10 67
Feeding 22 15
Playing 23 49
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Gender of children and mother ' s passive-aggressive communication style
(MP-AgCS)
d
CD
m
c
Mothers Passive -Aggressive Communication Style
a We Children n Female Children
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Bathing & Dressing Feeding
Situation
Playing
Figure 8 represents that mothers use of passive-aggressive communication in
case of female children 67% and 49% during bathing& dressing and playing
situations.
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